Virtustream Completes Acquisition of Enomaly, Inc.
Virtustream Enhances Cloud Brokerage and Public Cloud Capabilities with Enomaly Acquisition
San Francisco — February 9, 2012 – Virtustream, Inc., a leading provider of enterprise cloud
solutions, today announced that it has completed its previously announced acquisition of
Enomaly, Inc., an early innovator in cloud and pioneer in cloud exchanges. The integration of
Enomaly and its software capabilities will further enhance Virtustream’s enterprise class cloud
solutions, enabling customers to benefit from the dramatic operational advantages and cost
savings of cloud computing.
Virtustream will continue to support Enomaly's existing products, including its ECP public cloud
software and SpotCloud, a cloud exchange offering a marketplace and cloud‐to‐cloud federation.
Both ECP and SpotCloud will be enhanced further with additional security. In 2012, Virtustream
will also integrate additional public cloud functionality and cloud exchange capabilities into
xStream, Virtustream’s enterprise cloud solution. In addition, with the acquisition of Enomaly,
Virtustream continues to expand its global presence by adding distribution in China and a cloud
software development center in Canada.
“With our acquisition of Enomaly, Virtustream continues to shape the cloud industry for the
enterprise client,” said Bill McNamara, Chief of Corporate Development, Virtustream.
“Combining Enomaly’s cloud exchange, federation and public cloud capabilities with
Virtustream’s Micro‐VM cloud technology enables customers to efficiently pool data center
resources, use hybrid clouds and federate between private, virtual private and public clouds ‐ all
assured by SLA guarantees that are models for the industry.”
About Virtustream
Virtustream (www.virtustream.com) is a leading enterprise class cloud solution provider,
specializing in moving complex enterprise IT environments to the cloud. Virtustream offers
xStream, a highly secure, high performance enterprise class cloud solution for private, virtual
private, hybrid and public clouds. xStream is available both as management software for existing
data centers/clouds and also as a managed service from Virtustream's own cloud. xStream
provides highly secure, multi‐tenant, multi‐hypervisor cloud management and managed cloud
services ‐ powered by Micro‐VM technology ‐ delivering significant efficiency savings beyond
traditional virtualized environments, with true consumption based pricing. Virtustream also
provides comprehensive professional services to help customers assess, design, migrate,
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manage and operate clouds. Virtustream has over 15,000 business customers using our
software. Virtustream offers xStream worldwide, owns its own data centers in the U.S. and U.K.,
operates an international Cloud Exchange, and has offices in New York, Washington D.C., San
Francisco, Atlanta, London and Dublin with partners in Asia and China. Follow us on Twitter:
www.twitter.com/Virtustream, www.twitter.com/rjrogers87, www.twitter.com/saspinall.
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